
YOU DON’T NEED A VIN DECODER!  
  Using the Engineering part number in the  
  trademark you can find the correct Ford 
  or Lincoln OE replacement part.   

1) Go to www.Carlex.com  
2) Click on 

 
3) Click on “Ford Engineering Number” 
4) Type in the number found in the trademark 

  The corresponding Service or NAGS number will populate in the results. 

    The engineering number is in the trademark of ALL OE Ford & Lincoln parts. * 

  *Ford Motor Company implemented a global  
  trademark standard in 2018.  Windshields 
  from 2015 and newer will have the  
  engineering part number listed in the  
  trademark.  All other parts are migrating 
  to this standard as new models are introduced. 
 
      Ford and Lincoln are registered trademarks of the Ford Motor Company and are used under license by Carlex Glass America, LLC. 
   

VIEW of www.Carlex.com below. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Carlite® is a registered trademark of the Ford Motor Company and the Original Equipment brand of 

glass for Ford/Lincoln vehicles. 

Carlex™ is a world class automotive glass manufacturer and Original Equipment brand for a wide 

variety of vehicles.  

http://www.carlex.com/
http://www.carlex.com/


 
ORIGINAL EQUIPMENT MANUFACTURED AUTO GLASS ATTRIBUTES 

Camera & Safety Systems:  The OE Windshield is designed to integrate with the camera systems, which include: Lane 

Departure Warning Systems, Autonomous braking, Park Assist, Backup Camera systems, Head Up Displays, Adaptive Cruise, Rain 
Sensors and other assist and warning systems. Tight OEM tolerances and control is required on glass surface shape, color, thickness 
and distortion to ensure camera functionality. Most vehicle manufacturers require glass suppliers to perform 100% inspection for 
see-thru distortion and Carlex uses the latest laser inspection technology available in the industry. Windshields fabricated outside 
of these requirements may result in a camera system fault.  

Heated Wiper Park: Painted on the Windshield is a Heated Wiper Park grid towards the bottom center of the windshield is 

designed to integrate with the OEM vehicle electrical systems to warm up area of the windshield where the wipers are parked in a 
dormant position.  Aftermarket windshields may be missing this heater grid altogether or will contain a subpar knockoff that 
doesn’t work as quickly or as functionally sound as the Original Equipment model (regarding heating/overheating to the designed 
standard). 

Mirror Button: The rear-view mirror is attached to the windshield via an attachment to the mirror button on the windshield.  

The OEM mirror button is strength tested to an exact OE standard (referred to as a pull test standard) that prohibits the rear-view 
mirror from becoming a projectile in the event of a crash/collision.  An Aftermarket mirror button typically does not hold itself up to 
the OE standard for the pull test. 

Moldings: These can be overlooked.  A non-OEM molding may crack, fade or even fall off over time. 

Multi-Purpose Camera Bracket: The bracket adhered to the windshield is designed and approved by the vehicle 

manufacturer product development team for the purpose of retaining and positioning the various camera and sensors in 
relationship to the windshield surface. The design and materials specified for the camera bracket are developed and tested to 
validate not only camera function but proper retention of components to the windshield in the event of a crash.  VMs typically own 
the tooling for the camera bracket and prohibit the sale of brackets to any supplier other than the OE glass supplier. Aftermarket 
windshield will include a knockoff, non-OEM Camera bracket that may not place the Camera in the exact location, and in a secure 
fashion, with the proper alignment, as designed to work effectively with the safety and warning systems. 

Solar Properties:  An OEM windshield is designed for a specific solar and UV ray protection level.  Non-OEM windshields may 

not uphold to the Vehicle Manufacturer’s designed tint and solar properties for skin protection.  This can also have a long-term 
effect on the coolness and comfort of the cockpit and further effects the use of the air conditioning unit and MPG.  

SoundScreen Acoustic Glass: A windshield is two thin pieces of glass, with a ply of vinyl sandwiched in between those two 

layers.  An Acoustic Windshield includes a higher-level noise cancelling piece of vinyl to soften the noise of the engine, the tires and 
any wind that hits the windshield during driving.  This noise reduction increases passenger comfort through a quiet driving 
experience, improves the performance of the sound and voice activated systems, while reducing background noise during 
conversation.  

Trademarks and OEM Logos: The Carlex brand, the Carlite Nameplate, SoundScreen Acoustic Trademark, Ford Oval, Lincoln 

Star and Brand Specific Logos are all distinct attributes on the glass that signify the differences between and OEM windshield and an 
aftermarket windshield. 

Thickness and Strength:  Unlike most of the body glass (non-Windshield glass on the vehicle), the Windshield will not shatter 

into pieces, but rather spider web or fragment, due to the Vinyl sandwiched in between the 2 pieces of glass.  An Aftermarket 
windshield typically can utilize thinner glass and subpar (or recycled) vinyl.  In the event of a forceable object projecting itself onto 
the windshield during driving conditions, the OE windshield is designed to withstand a certain level of damage, without that 
projectile penetrating the cockpit area of the vehicle.  For safety standards, every OEM windshield is designed to survive drop ball 
tests to FMVSS standards.  Aftermarket windshields may not uphold to these strict OEM standards of thickness and durability when 
utilizing substandard vinyl materials and less than OEM standard glass thickness. 

Visual: Many aftermarket windshields will include visual distortions that would not have been acceptable at the assembly plant 

level or installation. Carlex has installed on all of the windshield manufacturing lines a 100% laser surface scan on 100% of the 
product produced.  Normal human eye inspection at the end of a manufacturing line is deficient when measured against today’s 
expectations.  

Wiper Operation:  Windshield wiper systems and blades are designed based on CAD nominal glass surface to meet strict OE 

wipe performance requirements. Windshield surface shape impacts wiper blade length, wipe angle, wiper arm design, and wiper 
pressures.  OEMs require tight control on the entire windshield surface from glass suppliers to ensure wipe performance can be 
achieved and maintained. Windshield surface shape and ROC (Rate of Change) are verified to CAD surface during each OE 
windshield production run by the glass supplier.  An aftermarket windshield built by reverse engineering may not have the same 
complex shape or exact thickness, which can allow for imperfections which lead to poor wiper performance.   A small valley in the 
glass, a byproduct of the non-OEM tooling, causes wipers to smear leaving a trial of water behind each swipe. Windshield wipers 
are not able to apply enough pressure to correct this or will apply too much pressure over a hump and not work properly. 
Windshields that are not fabricated to CAD design intent will negatively impact vehicle wiper performance. 


